Tele Radio launches whole new type of radio
remote control.
Gothenburg March 10th 2016
Summary: Tele Radio has updated the Tiger industrial remote control system with a SIL3/PLe rated
tablet display transmitter.
The new Tiger tablet transmitter from Tele Radio is compatible with all existing receivers in the Tiger
product family. This new product consists of a tablet control interface combined with our analogue
button transmitter TG‐T14‐7. All combined in a robust shell that unifies the products. The tablet
display portion can display crucial system data, camera feeds or present another layer of control
interface. The tablet will interface with an existing PLC/PC through Wi‐Fi and the built in remote
control will connect with the receiver through radio communication. Since our Tiger system is
SIL3/PLe certified the user will retain the security that the stop function offers regardless of the
status of the Wi‐Fi.
Tablet has full freedom of use with any app or web‐browser solution available. This means the
customer can integrate any previous digital solutions into the tablet controller.
The product will be available in 433 and 915 MHz and with Apple and Android app platforms.
The Tiger Tablet will be introduced at the Bauma fair in Germany starting April 11th.
Read more on the Tablet page

About Tele Radio
Tele Radio develops, manufactures and markets radio control systems for industrial use. The
company was founded in Lysekil in 1955 and has since developed into an expansive group, the Tele
Radio Group. The head office is situated in Askim just outside of Gothenburg and there are several
subsidiary companies in Europe, the USA and in Asia. In addition to our subsidiary companies we also
cooperate with our dealers and partners all over the world.
The research and development of all our products is done by Tele Radio. With more than 60 years of
experience we have solid knowledge and experience of radio control systems. Our mission is to
"never say no" when it is at all possible to satisfy your needs; our goal is to offer a radio control
system for your specific application. We reach these goals by making all our employees actively be
part of the process and take responsibility for their respective areas of work.
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